Preoperative chemoradiotherapy (CRT) has been actively used in Europe and the United States to treat advanced low rectal cancer, and provides excellent local control. In Japan, however, the standard treatment is lateral lymph node dissection, and to date CRT has not been actively used. In recent years, an increasing number of Japanese institutions have been using preoperative CRT to treat locally advanced rectal cancer. In this review, we describe the latest trends in CRT under five headings: short-course or long-course radiation, efforts to improve combined chemotherapy, the addition of preoperative adjuvant chemotherapy, the watch and wait strategy, and the significance of lateral lymph node dissection in patients receiving CRT.
Introduction
The standard treatment for advanced low rectal cancer differs significantly in Japan compared to Europe and the United States. In Europe and the United States, ever since the addition of radiotherapy was shown to be effective in reducing local recurrence in a number of clinical trials 1, 2) , radiotherapy has been actively used as part of the treatment for advanced low rectal cancer. In 2006, a clinical trial conducted by the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) showed that the combined use of chemotherapy significantly improved the effect of radiotherapy in limiting local recurrence 3) , and currently the standard treatment comprises preoperative chemoradiotherapy (CRT) and total mesorectal excision (TME). In Japan, however, historically, emphasis has been placed on the development of surgical treatments rather than on radiotherapy, and the standard treatment according to the current guidelines for the management of colorectal cancer is TME and bilateral lymph node dissection 4) . In Japan, a few institutions started to incorporate radiotherapy in treatments beginning in the 1980s, and CRT is now gradually emerging as an option for the treatment of locally advanced colorectal cancer when R0 resection is infeasible. However, the 2014 guidelines still state that "In Japan, the value of preoperative chemoradiotherapy for rectal cancer in which the inferior margin of the tumor is on the anal side of the peritoneal reflection has yet to be established," and it is yet to be adopted as the standard treatment. In recent years, a lot of studies have been conducted to improve the outcomes of CRT ( Figure 1 ). In this review, we describe these latest trends in CRT under five headings: short-course or longcourse radiation, efforts to improve combined chemotherapy, the addition of preoperative adjuvant chemotherapy, the watch and wait strategy, and the significance of lateral lymph node dissection in patients receiving CRT.
Short-course or long-course radiation
Long-course radiation has conventionally been the mainstream method of radiotherapy. This approach involves administering a daily low dose of 1.8-2 Gy, up to a total dose of 45-50 Gy, over approximately a month. Surgery is generally performed 6-8 weeks after the completion of radiotherapy. Short-course radiation consists of the administration of a daily dose of 5 Gy for 5 days, to a total dose of 25 Gy, and performing surgery early on, approximately 7 days after the completion of radiation. In terms of the course of treatment, short-course radiation has the major advantages of reducing the time required to complete treatment, but concerns about this procedure include the low response rate due to the short time before surgery is performed, as well as the risk of increased adverse events due to the high dose used in each session.
Two randomized comparative studies of short-course and long-course radiation have been performed to date. The first was a Polish study published in 2006, which compared 155 patients who underwent short-course radiation and 157 who underwent long-course radiation 5) . Although the pathological complete response (pCR) rate was 0.7% for the short-course group, significantly lower from the 16.1% achieved with long-course radiation, there was no difference in the incidence of postoperative complications or late effects, and no significant difference in overall survival, relapse-free survival, or local recurrence rates between the two groups. Another randomized comparative study of short-course and long-course radiation in 163 patients was carried out in Australia in 2012 6) . Similar to the Polish study, this study also found that the pCR rate was only 1% in the short-course group, compared with 15% in the long-course group, but that there were no differences in the incidences of postoperative complications or late effects, or in the overall survival or local recurrence rates. The results of these two comparative studies were extremely similar, suggesting that short-course radiation may have potential as a treatment that provides local control equivalent to that achieved by longcourse radiation without increasing postoperative or late complications.
Efforts to improve combined chemotherapy
5FU-based anticancer agents are used as chemotherapy in combination with normal radiotherapy methods, with the aim of increasing sensitivity to radiation. A number of trials comparing capecitabine with the continuous infusion of 5FU were performed in the late 2000s 7) , and these showed that the response to capecitabine was not inferior to that achieved by 5FU. Oral anticancer drugs are far superior in terms of both cost and convenience to patients, and today oral 5FU formulations such as capecitabine are used most commonly for treatment. However, the pCR rate obtained from capecitabine alone is only around 10%-20% 8) . As patients who exhibit a good pathological response also have a good prognosis, attempts to increase this response rate by improving the anticancer agents used in combination with radiotherapy are underway, worldwide.
The largest number of clinical trials have tested regimens that incorporate oxaliplatin ( Table 1 ). The NSABP-R04 trial (United States) 9, 10) , the STAR-01 trial (Italy) 11) , the ACCORD 12 trial (France) 12) , the CAO/ARO/AIO-04 trial (Germany) 13) , the FOWARC trial (China) 14) , and others were all Phase III randomized comparative trials that compared 5FU monotherapy with regimens that also included oxaliplatin (Table 1) . Unfortunately, however, most of these trials found that although there was no difference in response rate between the two groups, adverse events were significantly more common in patients who also received oxaliplatin. In the CAO/ARO/ AIO-04 trial, the pCR was 13% in the 5FU monotherapy arm and 17% for the 5FU+oxaliplatin arm, significantly higher in the latter (p = 0.04), with no difference in the incidence of adverse events. However, in that trial, the method of administration and dosage of 5FU were different in the 5 FU monotherapy arm and the 5FU+oxaliplatin arm, and the difference in the pCR rate may not have simply been due to the additional effect of oxaliplatin. In terms of Japanese clinical trials, Ishihara et al. and Matsuzaka et al. have reported the results of the SHOGUN Phase I and II clinical trials of a combination regimen of S-1 and oxaliplatin 15, 16) . Although those trials had a low enrollment of 44 patients, the pCR rate was 27.3%, far higher than those seen in other trials, with the incidence of Grade 3 or 4 adverse events less than half those of other trials at only 11.1%. As these results were better than those previously reported for 5FU continuous infusion or regimens containing capecitabine, we consider that gimeracil, one of the constituents of S1, may increase the concentration of 5FU, improving sensitivity to radiation, while oteracil potassium, another ingredient in S1, may act to reduce adverse events. No long-term outcomes from this trial have yet been reported, and their future publication is awaited. A number of Phase I and II trials of regimens containing irinotecan have also reported good outcomes 17, 18) , but there have been no reports as yet of any Molecular targeted drugs are another alternative for addition to the regimens. Numerous Phase I and II trials of regimens including anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (anti-EGFR) antibodies have been performed, but as the overall pCR rate is only about 9%, they cannot be described as superior to 5FU monotherapy regimens 8) . The primary endpoint was not achieved in any of these studies, and they all concluded without progressing to a Phase III trial. A number of Phase I and II trials of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) antibodies have also been reported, such as that by Willett et al., who found that five of 32 patients (16%) achieved pCR with the combined use of bevacizumab 19) , but these trials included few control subjects, and it cannot be said that the additional effect of bevacizumab has been demonstrated clearly. A number of other regimens have also been studied in clinical trials, such as the combination of oxaliplatin and molecular targeted drugs, but in all of these studies patient numbers were low, and none has yet provided sufficient evidence for their effectiveness as regimens.
Worldwide, efforts are thus actively underway to improve the regimens used in CRT, but at this point no definitive consensus has been achieved, and the results of further clinical studies are awaited.
Addition of preoperative adjuvant chemotherapy
Another approach to increasing the effectiveness of CRT is to administer additional chemotherapy before or after CRT. Additional chemotherapy before the start of CRT is known as "induction chemotherapy," and Phase II studies are underway with the anticipation that the introduction of such chemotherapy will improve the pCR rate and prove more tolerable than postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy. Various different regimens for combined use have been reported, including FOLFOX 20) , CapeOX [the EXPERT trial 21) and GCR-3 trial 22) ], CapeOX + cetuximab (the EXPERT-C trial) 23) , and FOLFOX + bevacizumab 24) . However, no randomized comparative clinical trial has demonstrated that induction chemotherapy significantly improved the pCR rate, and although in the GCR trial induction chemotherapy, before the start of CRT was found to be more tolerable than postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy and with fewer adverse events, it did not improve the long-term prognosis, with no significant difference in overall survival or the local recurrence rate.
Additional chemotherapy administered after CRT, but before surgery, is known as "consolidation chemotherapy," and it is attracting attention as a method of making use of the period between CRT and surgery. Many institutions leave a six-week break between the end of CRT and surgery, and as a longer waiting period increases the pCR rate, there has been a tendency to extend this period in recent years. In some cases, it may exceed 2 months, and the goal of consolidation chemotherapy is to improve the pCR rate by the addition of FOLFOX or another chemotherapy regimen during this long waiting period. In 2011, Garcia-Aguilar et al. compared 60 patients who were administered CRT alone with 67 patients who were administered CRT and two cycles of FOLFOX, and found that the pCR rate improved significantly from 18% for the former group to 25% for the latter, with no difference in adverse events 25) . Efforts are therefore currently underway worldwide to adapt the "C" component of CRT by adjusting the timing of administration and dosage in order to provide more effective therapy.
Watch and wait strategy
As described above, around 10%-20% of patients who undergo radical surgery after CRT achieve pCR, with no residual cancer cells found in pathology specimens, and if it could be determined preoperatively whether or not pCR has been achieved, then these patients would not require additional radical surgery, making it possible to cure their cancer with CRT alone. Clinical complete response (cCR), in which endoscopy reveals that the tumor has almost disappeared and cancer is not detected by biopsy, is achieved by some patients after preoperative CRT (Figure 2 ), but patients with cCR do not necessarily correspond to those who achieve pCR, with residual cancer found in pathological samples from resected specimens in many patients who achieve cCR. Attempts are currently underway worldwide to use FDG-PET, MRI, and other diagnostic imaging modalities performed after CRT for the preoperative prediction of pCR, but in many cases, a few cancer cells persist in deep tissues, even if the cancer has completely disappeared from the mucosa, and as yet, no completely reliable method of predicting pCR has been established.
The "watch and wait" (W&W) strategy has recently come into use for patients who have achieved cCR, mainly in Europe and the United States. This entails carefully monitoring the patient rather than immediately performing surgery, and only carrying out radical surgery as salvage therapy if the tumor again starts to increase in size. This offers the ma-jor benefit of enabling the rectum to be conserved in patients who have achieved true pCR, avoiding the risk of stoma in patients with cancers near the anus in particular. The results of a number of studies have been published, with the largest number of patients having been enrolled by Gama et al.'s group in Brazil, who in a 2014 paper stated that 90 of 183 patients with rectal cancer who underwent CRT had achieved cCR in their initial assessment 26) . Additional treatment for cancer recurrence was required in 28 of these patients, meaning that the rectum was ultimately preserved in 62 patients, or approximately one third of the total, a good result.
In that study, however, two of the 28 patients in whom the cancer recurred, died without salvage surgery having been feasible. Even if there is no residual cancer on the surface of the mucosa after CRT, cancer cells often persist in deeper tissues, such as the muscularis, and any recurrent growth of this residual cancer is difficult to detect at an early stage by endoscopy or CT. Accordingly, a relapse may go unnoticed until after the possibility for radical surgery is invalidated. If patients who achieve cCR decide to undergo radical surgery, in almost all cases local control is extremely good, with no local recurrence, and until adequate methods of surveillance for relapse are established, given Japan's current situation, the immediate introduction of W&W is still too high a risk.
The significance of lateral lymph node dissection in CRT patients
As described above, CRT + TME is the standard treatment in Europe and the United States, and lateral lymph node dissection is not usually performed. This policy is based on the idea that lateral lymph node metastases are distant metastases and as such constitute a "systemic condition," and TNM staging reflects this, with lateral lymph node metastasis classified as an M factor. In the Japanese guidelines for the treatment of colorectal cancer, however, lateral lymph nodes are classified as N3 lymph nodes, and as such are among those to be dissected. In a 2012 study, Akiyoshi et al. reported that the dissection of lateral lymph nodes in the internal iliac region enables far better survival than that for Stage IV, indicating the importance for survival of controlling some lateral lymph nodes as regional lymph nodes 27) . Lateral lymph node metastasis can be controlled to some extent by preoperative CRT, but a unified consensus has yet to be achieved regarding whether or not lateral lymph node dissection is also required for patients who have undergone CRT. In 2001, Nagawa et al. reported the results of a single-center randomized study in which they compared patients with advanced low rectal cancer who underwent radiotherapy alone with those who also underwent lateral lymph node dissection 28) . They found that the addition of lateral lymph node dissection made no difference to overall survival or disease-free survival, but that it did make a significant difference to urinary and sexual function. Nagawa et al. therefore argued that the performance of preventive lat-eral lymph node dissection in addition to radiotherapy was of little significance. No subsequent randomized comparative studies have been performed, however, and practice varies greatly even among Japanese institutions that employ CRT, with some carrying out preventive lymph node dissection in all patients, some only using it for patients in whom lateral lymph node metastasis is suspected prior to CRT, and some performing it only if lateral lymph node metastasis is suspected even after CRT.
Conclusion
Although preoperative CRT is an outstandingly useful treatment for the local control of advanced low rectal cancer, it has little effect on prolonging survival, and has also been reported to cause complications, such as reduced anal function and late effects. Whether to restrict the use of CRT to patients in whom it will be highly effective and those at high risk of local recurrence, rather than performing it for all patients according to the same protocol, is therefore a question that is currently being explored. In the future, we may be able to provide personalized treatments, based on the results of studies of a range of different biomarkers and diagnostic imaging techniques, to predict the effectiveness of CRT.
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